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The relation between electromagnetic mass shifts (or splittings) to order I and equal-time commutators
is analyzed. If the invariants in the forward spin-averaged Compton amplitude go as k ~ for k~ -+ , it is
possible to relate the quadratic and logarithmic divergences in bm' to certain Lorentz scalars formed from
the commutators. These results are illustrated by models mth currents bilinear or linear in canonical Gelds,
The Jost-Lehmann representation is then used to analyze more general behavior. It is shown that the
spectral function may generate a higher-rank tensor character of the amplitude than that expected from
its kinematic factors. The relation is then more complicated even if the commutators still exist. Finally,
detailed criteria for the existence of equal-time commutators are developed.
%ithin this framework, the remainder of the section
deals with a number of explicit models in which the
CUrl'cnts Rrc either bilDMRr ln charged 6elds of vRrlous
splns OI' 1Hlcar 1Q CRxlonlcRl fields. It ls shown there
that most of these models can be expected to lead to
divergent shifts (or splittings).
In Sec. III we investigate the behavior of the ampli-
tudes in a more general framework by use of the Jost-
I chmann I'cprcscDtRtlon, 6rst dcvclopcd fol lctRrdcd
commutators; we shall see that it is valid also for our
time-ordered product as a result of the spectral condi-
tions of the problem. The mass shift is now calculated
in terms of the corresponding Jost-Lehmann spectral
functions. If we assume that the amplitude as a whole
ls unsubtrac ted (otherwlsc tllcl'6 ls a quaI"tlc divergence)
and, for the moment, that the spectral functions are
well behaved asymptotically as a function of the
1cprcscDtRtlon s IQRSS vRllable~ thc quadratic mass shift
takes a simple form. The latter is precisely that as-
sociated with the relevant scalar in the Ljs,j') com-
mutation, so that the Bjorken analysis result is still
essentially va, lid. If the quadratic divergence then
vanishes, the logarithmic onc becoxncs relevant. A
somewhat stronger assumption on the behavior of the
spectral functions then enables us to show that the cor-
responding relation between the "scalar" part of
I 8'js Bsj', j'] and—the logarithmic divergence also
holds.
In Sec. IV we lift the assumptions on the Jost-
Lc4manll spectrRl fUIlctloDs Rnd look for the conditions
under which the divergences of mass shifts are stiH
related to the equal-time commutators. Thc erst part
of the question is then, of course, to IIIQd when the
latter are well de6ned. In this general context, wc
dc6ne the unequal-time commutators as the boundary
vRlucs of RQRlytlc functions, IQ thc spirit of Wight-
man'; if the limit at equal times of this distribution in
x& is also a distribution in r, the equal-timc commutators
E analyze here the following two problems: (l)
Thc relation bctwccn divergences ln electro-
magnetic mass shifts (and splittings) to order n of a
particle and equal-time current coxrmutators. In
particular, we shall isolate the quantities governing the
divergences, determine the general circumstances under
which these quantities are related to equal-time com-
mutators Hlvolvlng thc culrcnts and their tHDc dcrlvR-
tives, Rnd apply the results to a number of models of
llltcl'cst. (2) Tile 1'cqlllrclllcll'ts 011 'tile bcllavlol' of flic
forward Compton amplitude for the corresponding
equal-time commutator Hlatrix elements to exist~ thc
analysis of which is based on the Jost-Lehmann repre-
sentation of this amplitude. The successive results arc
suIQmarized below.
Kc begin, in Sec. II, with the case in which the
relevant invariant ampHtudes in the forward spin-.
averaged Compton amplitude 3fI'"(k,p) are sufEciently
weH behaved that thc Bjorken prescriptionl for thc
asymptotic behavior of the amplitude is justi6cd. In
that case, the quadratic and logarithmic divergences
are seen to be related to the matrix elements of the
equal-time comInutators
c'()=&PILj'( 0) j'(0)PIP)
~"(r) =—(P I L~'j"(r,o)—~'j'(r 0) j'(o)j IP& (1.1)
respectively. Thc relation is actually morc involved in
that it is not the matrix CIements of these coIDmutators,
but rather those of certain related Lorentz scalar
operators, which are the cocKcients of the divergences.
The mass shift, being a scalar, must be determined by
sUch scRlRrs, which Rlc to bc idcntl6ed from thc gcnclal
forms of C@ RQd CIST.
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exist. The conditions for the commutators to exist are
found in general; the asymptotic behavior of the in-
variant functions must be a sum of terms of the form
(1/k')"(os/ks) . To obtain the explicit forms it is
necessary to know the number of subtractions in the
Jost-Lehmann form; if there is at most one, it then
follows that the existence of equal-time commutators
depends on a single condition. The latter also guarantees
that the commutators transform as components of a
L'orentz tensor, of arbitrarily high rank, however. This
complication, that the Lorentz transformation prop-
erties are not dictated by the explicit tensor structures
in (pI LJo(x),g"(0)1 I p) alone (i.e., by the transformation
character of the j&) means that a higher-rank tensor
behavior may be generated by the spectral functions
themselves. In that case the commutators still deter-
mine thc dlvcx'gcnccs but ln a xQox'c complicated fashion
whereas the earlier direct relation holds if there are
no higher-tensor properties.
The 6nal section studies the implications of the above
commutator existence conditions on the asymptotic be-
havior of the Jost-Lehmann representation. It is shown
that the nuinber of subtractions in the Jost-Lehmann
representation for the time-ordered product is reduced
as the existence condition removes an apparent log-
arithmic divergence in the representation.
Returning to the mass-shift question, there is, in
general, a possible quartic divergence. For theories in
wlllcll such tcrIIls Rlc absent (RIld OIlly these call bc
analyzed meaningfully), the coef5cients of k ' and k 4
in the amplitude are determined in terms of the Lorentz
scalars in the. C~ and C~' equal-time coxxnnutators. Thus,
wherever these equal-time coxxunutators exist they do
indeed determine, but in a generally complicated way
through their associated Lorentz scalars, the quadratic
and logarithmic divergences. "The quite general pos-
sible Lorentz structure of the commutators which was
obtained also uncovers the complexity that may exist
within these ostensibly simple "kinematical" relations.
The underlying reason resides io. the fundamental model
dependence of the small distance properties of both
equal-time commutators and mass shifts.
Finally, it may be of interest to suxxonarize here-our
results on the lack of connection between subtractions
in v dispersion relations for the forward Compton
amplitude and in6nites of mass shifts or existence of
"/crore added ss proof. It has recently been argued LR. A.
Brendt snd J. Sucher, Phys. Rev. Letters 20, 1131 (1968), and
to be published7 that the mass shift may be Suite with non-
vanishing equal-time commutators if the spectral function f(s,e)
oscillates. Their conclusion depends on the assertion that
dg cose—= hm da f~($) cosa
0 0
is undefined and can be assigned any value. However, it. is clear
(cf. the definition of the 8 function) that this assertion can only
be maintained by speci6cally choosing a set of testing functions
f„(x) which always samples the same part of the cosine curve.
Our contrary conclusions' are in agreement with Epstein and
Jackiw's" analysis. of the above work.
equal-time commutators, We 6nd that subtractions in
v are consistent with either 6nite or in6nite mass shifts,
while no subtractions do not exclude in6nite shifts.
Likewise, subtractions in v are consistent with the
existence of weQ-de6ned equal-time commutators, while
no subtractions do not necessarily imply their existence,
but only give bounds on the singularities of various
comxnutators. These results follow from the relation of
Jost-Lehrnann to dispersion forms given in Sec. III.
d~ e '"*s(p I &*(J"(~)i"(0)) I p) (2.1)
where T* represents the conserved Lorentz covariant
current correlation function' with the disconnected
graphs removed. The single-particle states are covari-
antly norinalized so that (yIy')=(2s)s2Ps8(y —y'), we
use the metric (—1, 1, 1, 1) throughout (p'+ms =0),
and I —=—pk/ris.
The mass shift bm' may then be written in terms of
M~" as'
byss=+s'sos(2s. ) ' d4k (k' ie) IM—„"(P,k)
=+-'se'(2s. )—' d'k (k'—se)-'
XI ks/)f I(ks,p)+-'(ks —2v')Ms(ks I )j (2.2)
where the conservation of the T~ product has been
used to retain only the g„„part of the photon propagator.
The quadratic and logarithmic divergences of the
mass-shift calculation are determined by the coeKcients
' Speci6c results for the mass splitting of nonsoft pions in the
algebra of Gelds were obtained independently by the authors
LS. Deser, CoPeshages SNrarser Isst&ute Lecture I%7 (SINBI
Proceedings, Copenhagen, 196/)7; M. Halpern snd G. Segrh,
Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 6j.i (19$'); l9, 1000 (E) (1967);and G. C.
Kick and B.Zumino, Phys. Letters 25, 479 (1967),
See, for example, L. S. Brown, Phys. Rev. 150, j.338 (1966).
' See, for example, W. N. Cottingham, Ann. Phys. (¹Y.) 25,424 (1963).
II. MA88-SHIFT DIVERGENCES IN
SPECIFIC MODELS-
In this section we investigate the mass splittings in
a number of general models under the assumption that
the Sjorken limit' holds. ' A critical discussion of the
validity of this limit and of mass splittings in more
general circumstances is given in subsequent sections.
We recall Bjorken's prescription: The asymptotic be-
havior of the k integral is determined by the limit
ko —+co, k fixed.
The invariant functions free of kinematic singularities
are de6ned by
Mo"(p, k)= (ksgs" —kok")3EI(ks, o)—(1/eP) I pop"k'
—(pk)(pok "+kop")+go"(pk)'jets(k")
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of 1/k' and 1/k', respectively, as k'-p00 in the M;.
In order to make such an assertion, one must esslese
M; goes to zero Rtl'cRst Rs fast. Rs 1/k v lf tllRt 18 not
the case„ the situation is much more complicated and
the mass shift is more than quadratically divergent.
%C shaQ discuss this case in later sections.
The limit as k'p, it'i&) i pk i is then, under the
assumption that M; (1/k')m;, m; constant,
which is unrelated to any fj&(r),j"(0)j. However if,
we consider the curl of j, E" =—8"j —8 j", this will
introduce an additional factor of k', restoring the 1/k'
behavior characteristic of equal™time commutators.
Then
lim dh e "0(p i T0(E"'(x),j"(0)) i p)
Jg0 ~ca
hm Mo"(p, k) = (g v+80"80")+ (80—"k"+k"t)0"k0~oo k'
= hm 0{(k"g —k g'")k'MI(k', —pk) —(1/m')
k0~oo
Xf(klgov koglv)(pk)0 (k) pv p)ko)
X (k"pk—p"k') jm0(k', —pk) )
='f1/(-k')3((g. "g."-g"g"") -(1/ ')
—2o,"ovo'))mi—(p"p" o'p'p' p"p'o—" p'lo"—')—
m'
fp0(—k po"+peak" f);k0p—" pok080—") 2p0y k—g0"k'
-I k(b"p+p"b.")j i . (2.3)
where the terms which go as O(1) are just the Schwinger
terms necessary to px'cscI'vc thc covar1ance of thc
amplitude. Consistent with the general stxucture of the
current corrclRtlon fUnctlon Mf'", thcsc occur' ODly 1n
the space-space components. l' The 1/k' terms yield
the equal-time conunutators. The ms~ gives only a
fj',j'j COmmutatOr, While m0 yieldS a fj0vjlj COm-
mutator as well. Ke recall that while the Schwinger
terms occlll ln 'thc fj vj j commutatorsp 'tllcsc tclllls
rcqullc thRt space-space pRx'ts bc added to thc tlnlc-
ordcrcd product for Lorcntz covR1 lRncc.
On the other hand, the asymptotic behavior which
wc have assumed implies that the dominant term in the
mass-shift calculation is
1~ 1 1~
—Im,+- —Im0
2 k'i
(2.4)
where the integral has been transformed to Euclidean
spRcc Rnd the angular 1nteglRtlon performed.
The qURdxatlc d1vclgcncc 1s thus determined by sgl
and m~ which are in turn determined by the matrix
element of the fj0,j') commutator. The e-number
parts of the commutator do not, of course, contribute
since they are always subtracted along with the dis-
coIlncctcd graphs.
The logarithmic divergences become interesting if,
as in some models, the quadratic divergence vanishes.
In that case, we assume that M; m'/k' and the
asymptotic behavior Rs $0 —+ce js
M~" —:—f(go"k'—kok")ml —(1/m0)(P0P"k'
le~~co $0
—pk(pvk +k p )+g"{pk)')m,j (2 5)
X F00(p Igov g ogkv)+(g Ipo ply o)
&((b0"p0—p")]m0) . (2.6)
Note that there is no constant part this time, hence no
noncovariant terms. The commutator is a 8 function
with an operator codBcient whose matrix element is
given by the expression in curly brackets in the above
equation. The only nonvanishing term is the commutator
C"()-=(plf~"(*,0),j'(0)jl»
—=08(r)fbI0mI+ (1/m0) (0"p00—p'p')ml 1
—Q (r)Q'0010 (2."l)
The previous commutator (p l fj',jIj l p) has the
RDRlogous form
C'(r) =—i808(r) fg"ml+ {1/m') (g"p00—p'p')m0)
08&8(—r)C"" (2.8)
The commutator coeScicnts are just components
of the fourth-rank tensors' C"""' C ""' of the general
form
Cpvvlo g)ovgloml+(1/m0)(ppvpvglo+g)ovp)po)m
+(1/m0) p pvpvglam I (II+II(gpvlgvo+ gpvogvl)+P(1/m0)
){'(gpvlpvpo+g)vopvpX+gvlpIvpo+ goop pvpl) (2 9)
N«e that the & and p coeKcients have vanishing
(00kl) components.
The most general fourth-rank tensor with the above
sfmlnctrlcs contRlns Rn RddltlonRl term of thc form
p"p"p p; wc ollllt lt since lt 18 RbscIlt 111 'tile Inodcls to
be discussed. It is shown that terms of the form esq('~
may occur and that the mass shift is determined by
mI+4mII )+0m0v but independent of II and Pv Rs 18 'tile
commutator (though such terms can and do arise in
Cp'v"o itself, while a p&p"p"p term would contribute
both to the commutator and the mass shift). We now
6nd the appropriate Lorentz scalar part of C&""' which
determines this combination fxom the two independent,
7 Actually, the coef6cients may have a more general structure
involving higher than fourth-rank tensors. The correspondingly
more complicated relation to bm is discussed in Sec. IV.
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Fro. 3. Qusdratically diver-
gent contribution to pion mass
shift.
Fio. 1.Typical diagrams contributing to M».
A. Bilinear-Current Models (with Charged Bose Fields)
Here the current is constructed bilinearly from
charged Gelds which may be scalar, spinor, or vector.
Then
j"=&'nV+&(s'"v —v "vo')+&(G"""B.—G""B') (2 12)
When there are no derivative couplings, the fields obey
the canonical (anti) commutation relations:
{f(r)A'(0))= &(r),
Ls "(r),s(o)j=r'&(r),
(G"t(r) B'(0)]= r'8"b(r)
(2.13)
@k gk@
Gkl gkjpl flak
B'= (1/rN') (gJ' —8)G"),
where J& is the source of 8&:
(2.14)
We also assume
Lj'( ),J'(o)j= -~'(0)h( ).
Explicit calculation yields
Lge(r), g'(0) j=r'a~{L2v's V'+(1/m&)(GektG«+G«tGe&)
+8"B~"B —B 'B'—B 'B"jb(r)} (2 15)
Fxo. 2. Contribution to bns' for
scalar meson
C~ " = 16—{rrrr+-,'mr~»+ 'rs,-'n—+-'p}
C&"„„=—4{rlr+-,'mr&»+-', rrrr —5n+-,'p} . (2.10)
Thus the coeQicients of the quadratic and logarithmic
mass shifts are given by, respectively,
mr+-', rlrt»+-,'rlr —(1/36)(C " —-'C& ")
(2.11)
m&+-,'m, &»+-,'rN, = (1/36)(C~"„.—,'C~„",).
We now investigate the possibility of finite radiative
corrections to mass shifts in some models. Internal
symmetry as well as parity indices will be omitted
throughout, The arguments then apply to mass shifts
or splits, depending on which isospin parts are
considered.
Herc the abscncc of fcrmion tcITAS aust rcAects the wcll-
known inconsistency in naive c*lculations of the equal-
time commutator of fermion currents. We shall assume
that this missing Schwinger term is a c number and so
will not contribute to the matrix elements in which we
are interested. 'In a model where it is an operator it will,
in general, contribute a quadratic divergence. In this
connection wc recall that the presence of other inter-
actions may well affect a commutator's operator prop-
perties. ' As an example, consider the perturbation
theory model of a neutral pseudoscalar meson inter-
acting with charged nucleons through an interaction
term of the form gyp''P. The lowest-order diagrams
for the current correlation function between meson
states are of the forms shown in Fig. 1. The matrix
element of the Lj',j"j commutator can then be cal-
culated and it does not Marsh. Hence, the interactions
have changed the commutator relations and the neutral
meson will have quadratically divergent bm' in O(n).
This will in turn entail a quadratic divergence in the
nucleon through the O(n) term shown in the diagram
of Fig. 2.
Although the above boson Lje,j~j commutator is
positive de6nite, the quantity which determines the
mass shift is the difference between the diagonal matrix
element and the vacuum expectation value, so there
are no positivc-dednite conditions on the mass shift.
While it is conceivable that just the diagonal matrix
elements but not the operator vanish, thereby removing
the quadratic divergence from the mass shifts, we know
of no such local operator, except where kinematic con-
straints force it. This is clearly not the case here; thus
we conclude that the general mass shift will be quad-
ratically divergent in this model and must be absorbed
into an explicit renormalization. It should perhaps be
emphasized that, while most or all mass shifts will be
divergent, this does not imply that there are an infinite
number of independent renormalizations, but only that
a shift of any mass will, in general, cause a shift of all
other masses; hence a divergent mass shift of one mass
will imply a similar divergence in all masses.
The formalism with which we are working is unable
to disentangle the various sources of the divergence and
a morc detailed model is necessary to make any further
statements. For a pion 6eld coupled to a nucleon field,
the pion has a quadratic divergence through the diagram
of Fig. 3, and the nucleon then acquires a quadratic
divergence through that of Fig. 4. In this model, once
the pion has been renormalized, there are no further
Pro. 4. Qusdrsticsliy diver-
gent contribution to nucleon
mass shift.
K. A. Johnson and P. E.Lour, Progr. Theoret. Phys. Suppl. 375 SS, N (1966).
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quadratic mass shif ts but only shifts of the nucleon mass
due to the (finite) shift of the renormalised pion masses.
The general fourth-rank tensor structure C&'~',
which was de6ned earlier for the cornrnutators, can
now be explicitly exhibited for these models:
Q/kvXIF ggvgXIF(2' p+gtPQ )+(—~ )
y (GpXIGvv+GvMGpv+GpvtGvX+GvvGy&) Iglv
X(~t J3+» ~ )+g"(~'"J3.+~'~"). (2.«)
The coeKcient of the quadratic mass shift is then the
matrix element of the operator
(1/36):(C"„„—,'C~„"„):
= $2q'q+ '8'~8 -(1—/6m')G»"G ) (2 17)
B. Bi1ine8X-CGA 8Qt MO6818
(without Charged Bose Fields)
The logarithmic divergence can now be calculated
from the colrlmutator I 8'j'—81j', j'); it becomes
interesting only in the special case of a pure Fermi
current j~=pyQ, where the quadratic divergence
vanishes. The equations of motion for P are de6ned to be
(n~d„+I'esp)&=i&, (2.18)
where X is assumed to have the anticommutation
relations
{x-(r),A(o)) = ~-s(0)~(r) (2 19)
and the components cp p transform like boson 6elds.
Then
E'01 $0jI gl j0—aft(u)( ~)Q 2I'Igptng
I',(p u'X-Xn'p) -(2.20)
vtg4 $ q) Jg GIIP gPpV jV(pP
where G'~ is canonically conjugate to q ~.
The jjo,j1) commutator is then a c number,
(2.22)
ll'Lt '(r), s '(o))= —1(&'/m') &"b(r); (2.23)
hcncc thcrc alc no quadratic dlvcrgcnccs. Further
L(~'i' —d'i')(r), j'(o))=@'&"&(r) (2 24)
is again a c number and there are no logarithmic
divergences either. Two versions of this class have
been proposed. The 6rst' is inadequate as a description
of the real world since the vector held is taken to be a
linear combination of the p, y, and ~ 6elds. Then, either
the vector 6eld must have a Yang-Mills coupling, in
which case the above analysis does not hold, or there
must be additional explicit terms in thc current cor-
responding to the current of the p+ and p and these
blllrlcal boson terms plodUcc thc UsUal quadratic
divergence. In the second'0 the canonical field is taken
to be an entirely new 6eM which is coupled to what
would normally be called the dectromagnetic current.
Then the above analysis does apply; however, the
divergences reappear in the coupling of the new 6eld.
When a Yang-Mills coupling is introduced, the equa-
tions must be modi6ed to read
(225)
C. algebra of FieMs
Two further classes of electromagnetic couplings
have been proposed which are, in some cases at least,
more convergent than the previous ones. In the 6rst' '0
the electromagnetic current is taken to be proportional
to a canonical 6cld~
L&"(r) i"(o))=~&(r){O'Ln (1/~) &&"—n'(1/~) v')0
4m+k" —Ptnl pnQ —Ptu~(pug+—Xtulu"iP+ijVu'n'X)
+I'col'"B,b(r)pe'ip. (2.21)
B„G.&"+m'q, »= gg,~
j"=(~'/g) v.",
(2.26)
(2.27)
where g is thc component of the internal symmetry
group corresponding to the charge. While
tj'(),j'(o))=-'( /g')d'~(*) (2.2&)
There are again no positive-de6nite statements con-
cerning the vacuum-subtracted diagonal spin-averaged
matrix elements to bc made. Thc orlly form which docs
not contribute is the eo'"&8„8(r) term which has no
scalar part and whose spin-averaged forward-scattering
matrix element vanishes. The rest have nonvanishing
matrix elements and wc conclude, as above, that most
mass shifts are logarithmically divergent, including
those of any neutral bosons, due to the coupling between
particles which was discussed in the case of quadratic
divergence. We have not expressed the commutator in
the C~"~ form because a more explicit statement con-
ccl'I111lg tllc ape of 1Iltcl'RctloIl ls required fol' tile Xf
and fqf terms.
We have now exhausted the class of models for which
wc can consistently couple the electromagnetic 6cld
to a bilinear current and, in general, they all yield
divergent mass shifts.
is as before, the other commutator is altered since the
curl of the y 6eld is no longer the conjugate momentum
to g:
I {a'i'—a'j')(r) j'(0))
=( '/g)'I:G "(r)—ev.'(r)c-. s '(r), v.'(O))
= '( '/g)'&( ) I ~"+(g'/ ') .'(G '). ~ ').
It should be emphasized. that the indices of the
structure constants include parity so that in the case of
SU{tI)SU(I) wc 11Rvc R sum of vcctol' Rnd RxlRl-
vector 6clds. The mass shifts must again be logarithmi-
'N. Kroll, T. D. I ee, and B. Zumino, Phys. Rev. 157, 1376(196/).
"T.D. Lee, Phys. Rev. 168, 1714 (j.968).
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cally divergent. The tensor C&'~ is readily identified as
—(~'/g)'g""I g" +(g'/~') o."(C')-oo o j (2 3o)
and the logarithmic mass divergence is proportional to
the matrix element of
44N: Iso(Co) 45 V'5
It is perhaps worth noting that this is the only
operator relevant to the logarithmic mass-shift diver-
gences. The matrix elements of this operator could vanish
without:y~c~'y". vanishing —the latter is not equivalent
to:p„c,'q»: in any one frame although it has been
suggested as a test for convergence. ' In this model the
vanishing of &pl:y„C,'oo&:lp) is the content of the
general requirement
rN +-',m+-,'m I'&=&pl(1/36)(C "„„——,'C „"„)Ip)=0
for the shifts to vanish. On the other hand, there is no
single frame in which the vanishing of &plCoos'Ip) is
sufBcient; furthermore, the requirement that this ele-
ment vanishes in all frames is stronger than is needed,
so that vanishing divergences could conceivably occur
with
&pl (1/36)(C"" .-lC".".) I p) =0 &p IC""Ip)&0
for al jHtraly p.
In view of the mell-known Rnite mass shift results
obtained from 5U2&&SU2 for soft p&ons ' usmg the
Keinberg sum rules, " it may be amusing to see how
these are recovered from our general criteria. Here the
quadratic divergence of the mass split vanishes, being
governed by
&~+II j',j'EI~')-&~'ILj', j'jl~'),
since the commutator is a c number. The logarithmic
divergence for the shift which includes both J=o and
=2 parts is governed by
&4r+I ({V„+,V&—)+{A„+,A& })Ior+)
=&01(l:Qo+,I:(V' V )+(~.'~" ),Qo'Zl»
= &0ll Q ' ~(V.' ~"')~(~.' V"')j10)
= (0 I ((A„',2 ') —{V„+,V }+{V „',V '}
—(A„+,A& })IO)=0 (2.31)
Rnd vanishes by isospin conservation. Here we have
reduced the soft pions by the axial charges Qo+. The
divergent neutral-pion shift also vanishes in the same
way. Direct use of the Geld algebra has bypassed ex-
plicit use of the sum in evaluating the divergent terms.
The critical role of the soft-pion property was of course
to reduce the general diagonal matrix element to a
in the expression for the mass shift and assuming the
conditions needed for the Sjorken limit to be valid.
We must now investigate the general behavior of the
amplitude more carefully. For this purpose we turn
to Rn explicit, pal ametrlzatlon of the eRusRI com-
mutator —the Jost-Lehmann' representation. Because
of the particular mass conditions in the matrix elements
of interest here, there is no necessity to go to the more
general Dyson form Rnd we can explicitly write, in
the rest frame of p~,
M.""(P,k)= ds d'N e(ko)8(s+ lul'+k' —2u k)
—e"*M
~"(p k)(2or)'
dk
&pl j (0)j"( ) I p)=- —'"~ "(p,k),
(21r) '
where
Mg""(P,k) = ds d'N 8(+ko)8(s+ (u —k)'—k»)
(3.2)
X{(g""k'—k"k")et(s, I
ill)
—(1/re')I p p k
—(p»(p k+k p )+g""(pk)'j+ (s, lul)). (3.1)
Ow111g to cl'osslIlg (antlsymmctry UIldcl /4 E-+ p k ~—k)
the usuRl odd terms in ko do not appear Rotational in
variance Rnd the fact that a spin average has been taken
implies that the 0'; depend only on Iu I rather than u.
Note that while the Jost-Lehmann representation. was
originally written in the rest frame of the external
particle, a straightforward Lorentz transformation gives
it in the general frame y/0; there 1 =k'= —pk/m and
I
k
I
= (k'+ko')'is= (k'+4')
In general, it is not possible to infer the form of the
T product by erst obtaining the form of the two order-
ings &pl j&j"lp) and (ply"j&I p) from the causal com-
mutator, since the spectra of the two orderings over-
lap; however, in our case, (as long as the particle is
stable under the strong interactions) the lowest inter-
mediate state mass is the same as the external one.
Thtls fol' j"j"tllc lowest valllc of k 18 (k + kg ) i —ts) 0
For the other order we have k'&4r4 —(k'+4rr') «'& 0 and
the two orderings are distinguished by the sign of their
frequencies:
ei7ix~pc~(p k)
- (21r)4
vacuum expectation value. X{[g""k'—k"k"(+I(s, I u I )—(1/414') Q~p~ks
III. JOST-LEHMAHN REPRESENTATIOÃ -(Pk)(P"k+k"P )+g""(pk)'j~.(, I I)}.
In the previous section we have been considering the " ( ) d Product
covariant time-ordered product, which appears directly
"T. Das et al. , Phys. Rev. I cttcrs 18, 759 (19@'). 4&PIT(j"(*)j"(o))lp)="S. Weinherg, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 50'/ (196/).
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where
M""{pk)+8"'" dsd'u @ (s, ju! )+(8'""poo—p'"p")
X dsd'I @o(s, !u! )= ds
E+(u—k)' —k"—io
X ((g~"k'—k~k")+&(s, !u! )—(l/m')L p~p"k'
—(pk)(p"k"+k"p")+g""(pk)'3+ (, I I)) (3.3)
~3 The derivation given here is not rigorous since it does not
allow for the possibility of any further noncovariance of the
time-ordered product arising from further derivatives of the delta
functions in the commutator; but the Jost-lehmann form is
general enough to admit an arbitrary number of derivatives of the
5 function. The 6nal result has already included the subtractions
which are necessary in that case; we shall not pursue the question
further except to observe that the 6nal expression (3.3} is
covariant and has the correct analyticity properties, hence we
choose it as oux amplitude; as we shall see below, the amplitude
is not completely de6ned when such derivatives are present.
In general the k"s appearing in the kinematical
tensor stI'uctUlcs vvlll glvc risc to noncovaI'lRnt terms,
reQccting the general lack of covariance of time-
ordered products when the equal-time commutators
contRln glRdlcnts of 8 functions. ~ The addition of
"seagull" terms is required to obtain a covariant con-
served current correlation function (for consistent
coupling to the electromagnetic field).
Another problem which may arise is R lack of con-
vergence of the s integral in M;. If that occurs, sub-
tractions must be made and the subtraction constants
correspond to additional interaction of the electro-
magnetic 6eld with the matter fields. These repxesent
additional parameters describing the interaction of
photons with the charged particles involved, hence a
rede6nition of the electromagnetic interaction. We
assume that some choice of subtraction constants results
in the correct Compton scattering and mass shifts and
investigate the consequences of such forms for the cur-
rent correlation function. The degree of divergence of
hm' is closely tied to the asymptotic behavior assumed
for the Jost-Lehmann spectral function, i.e., to the
number of subtractions required. Physically, the
structure of the covarignrs associated with one sub-
tI'action corresponds to coUntcx' terms, ln R siIDplc
Lagrangian picture, of forms like F„P)"(k'. Such an
0(k') momentum dependence generates a quartic
divergence. Similarly, a still Inore rapid increase of 4
associated with, say, two subtractions, would lead to
A.' divergence through counter terms of the form
F„„F)'"8'(k' with 0(k') dependence. It may perhaps
bc mentioned in this context that we have treated all
the usual constraints in the theory, such as the bare
massq Rs 6nltc~ l.c.q that thc UsURl xcnorIQallzatlons are
finite; as a result normal counter terms like (bm')(() ' did
not have to be worried about in this context. If, on the
other hand, we were to take seriously this type of
in6nity, it would strongly alter the effective structure
of thc theory. For thc remainder of this section we
shall assume that the current correlation function obeys
a once-subtracted Jost-Lehmann representation. "
Provided that the spectral function %(s,o(() is suf-
Gclcntly lcgUlRx' Rt N=oq
hm d'e f(N)+(s, !u! )=0,
R dispcxslon relation ln p CRQ bc derived. If %'c RssUmc
that the Jost-Lehrnann representation is once sub-
tracted, thc once-subtracted relation reads, subtracting
at k=o, ko=iu, "
M, (k', v) N, (a—',ia)
d'Nds +,(s, !u!)
s+(u-k)'-koo-io
1
s+!u! '+a' j
QQ
u'duds 4';(s,u)
o 4~!k[
~+(~+!k f)'—k"—io
gin (3 4)
~+(I—!k!)'—k"—io s+u&+ao)
This may be cast into a dispersion form by the follow-
ing steps: De6ne
I%',(s,u) =— ds'+, (s',I)
0
and make a Iorentz transformation to an arbitrary
frame
M (k' v) —M (a' ia) =4
I
X (E+e'+k')' —4m'( '+k') (s+s'+a')'I
where ) = —pk/(oo, !k!=(ko+~')'". The (s,N) plane
lntcgx'Rtlon may thcIl bc rewritten as
3f,(k', ) ) M, (a',ia)—
ao (nr~lg&) k+yr
=4m &QdQ
o (~'+k')'" ( ) )' ~
&&I%',(—e'—k'+ 2u() "+k')'",I)
1
(3.5)
I:( "+k')"'—(k' —')/»r'&
"This essential problem, which we have avoided, is discussed
by %. Zimmerman, New York University report |,'unpublished}.
"The above representation dMers from that of Jost-Lehmann
in that it is for a T product rather than a retarded commutator;
that it is a valid representation follows from the spectral condi-
tions Just discussed.
"Note that the subtraction point ~s specified by the full k
rather than by a single number owing to the explicit dependence
of the Jost-l, ehmann denominator on k„.
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The last equation was obtained, for k'&0, by the change
of variables s= —u' —k'+2u(I "+k')'I' the limits are
just such as to guarantee that s&0. The I integral is
over a 6nite region since 4; vanishes for u& m. If there
is a Grate contribution from u=0, it has been dropped,
since the integral explicitly does not include that point;
a more careful treatment shows that inclusion of the
point then y1elds a subtraction ln v2. Thus, an unsub-
tracted Jost-Lehmann representation does Not imply
an unsubtracted dispersion lelatlon in v, uI1less 0';ls
also regular at u=0.
Ke are now in a position to discuss the relation be-
tween subtractions in s and the validity of the Bjorken
analysis. The equal-time commutators may all exist
and the asymptotic limit as ks —+~, lt finite, would then
exist and be well behaved (the exact forms are dis-
cussed below). Tllls 111 Itself says Ilotlllllg collccrlllllg
the behavior in v for 6xed k . Thus, it is quite possible
to have subtractions in ~ and well-behaved current
commutators with 6nite mass shifts. '~
On the other hand, if an unsubtracted dispersion rela-
tion in u is assumed, the situation is somewhat more
complicated. This does not in itself guarantee the
existence of the commutators, although it does imply
that the Jost-Lehmann representation is unsubtracted
(subtractions from the high-s behavior would be poly-
nomials in k, while those from the N=O singularities
would be analytic functions of k' with cuts from k'=0
to —~, hence they could not cancel). Also, it is not
possible to deduce the behavior of M(k', I ) for large k'
Rlld v /k flnltc) glvcll tllRt lt ls llllsllbtl'Rctcd 111 v; lt 18
necessary to make the additional assumptions that, in
this limit, M is independent of u and is a polynomial in
1/k' to draw the conclusions of Ref. I.
The task now before us is to recast the mass shift in
terms of the spectral functions +,(s,u) rather than in
terms of the time-ordered product. The convergence
properties of the shifts will then be discussed on the
basis of the spectral functions. Going to the Euchdean
integral, we have
1 t' 2k4s)
~ (k',sk)+-I &+, I& (k', sk)3I k')
d4k
= —(3u/4Ir) dsdsu
2x2
2k ')
X %(r,u)+- &+ — I'ps(r u)
3 k')
plus the subtraction constants, if any, which would give
quartic divergences. %e shall assume that there is no
net quartic divergence, since otherwise the following
considerations become somewhat academic. (Also, the
transformation to the Euclidean integral is no longer
valid if the amplitude is subtracted. )
The angular integral in k can easily be performed:
8rlr'= —(3 /4 ) 'k'dk'ds-d'u
tt' 2
X ~I(s,u)I I+-'st s(s,u)ks+u'+k'+y s+u'+o')
( 1 s+u'+k'+2y~ 2x I&+-
3 s+u'+k'+y )s+u'+k'+y
3
(3.7)
2 r+u +8
y= L(r+u'+k')' —4u'k'O'I'.
This expression will be used later in the general ca,se;
for the moment we shall consider it only in the case
where no subtractions are needed and for the remainder
of this section proceed under the even stronger assump-
tion that the s integral converges independently of N.
For, as we are about to show, these assumptions are
suKcient for the validity of the Sjorken arguments as
applied to the quadratic divergences in the previous
section. The additional assumptions for the correspond-
ing logarithmic terms will be developed later. The
asymptotic behavior in k' of the integrand is then
simply obtained by replacing the integrand of the s, I
integral by its asymptotic value as a function of k'. The
quadratic mass shift becomes, upon expanding in k-',
(3rr) 1/s ao
8Nss —
I
—
I
dk' d'uds
&4w)
X I O'I(s, u)+-,'+s(s,u)j (3.8)
and dropping less singular terms. Its dependence on the
spectral functions is thus through the particular com-
bination (O'I+-,'+s).
We next also express the equal-time commutator
(p I Lj',j'j I p) in terms of the O';. The relations thus
obtained between the mass shift and the commutator
will establish the equivalence of the above equation and
the commutator forms of the previous section. For, in
terms of its de6nition, we Gnd for the commutator
j.
X((3.6)
s+(II—11)'+k4s s+u'+u'
'~There have been attempts to discuss the convergence of
electromagnetic mass splittings on the basis of a Regge analysis
of the amplitude M» I H. Harari, Phys. Rev. I-etters Ii, j.303(1966); %. ¹ Cottingham and J. Gibb, i%d. 18, 833 (j.967)j.
However, ere have just seen that the Regge asymptotic behavior
(in I ) is got that which determines the convergence. In the second
+—(6"p"—p'p') dsd'u e,(s,u) I . (3.9)m'
paper, the authors attempt an analysj. s similar to ours but neglect
the possibility of a 6nite contribution from u=o and are therefore
unable to give explicit conditions for convergence.
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The right-hand side has exactly the structure of C00~'
with tgy( ) =0 so that we may identify the 5$ ' Bl Sec. II
as J'dsd'u%';(s, u) given earlier, thereby verifying that,
under the stated conditions on the 0';, the relation be-
tween the equal-time commutator and the shift still
holds.
If the further assumption is made that the relevant
scalar part of the Lj',j'$ commutator vanishes, the
logarithmic divergence becomes dominant. However,
its determination appears quite complicated unless the
entire t j',j") commutator vanishes, i.e., unless the
conditions J'd'uds %,(s,u) =0 hold separately. With the
further assumption that J'ds+, (s,u)=0, rather than
just its u integral, @re obtain the result
3+i'i' "dk'
4~i km
d'uds( —s)
y Leg(s, u)+-', eg(s, u)1, (3.10)
&plLz""(*) p(o) jIP)
d'k
e"*(k«M.""—k"M «")(p k) (3.11)
(2m)'
whose only nonvanishing component at equal times
reduces to
&plat"(r) j'(0)jlp)
relating the logarithmic divergence to the first s
moment of %q+ —',4's. As in the above discussion of
the quadratic parts, we now show that the same corn-
bination occurs in the corresponding commutator
&P~LX+(r),j~(0)j~P). The curl of the current com-
mutator expression, Eq. (3.1), is
Jost-Lehmann spectral functions in order to obtain
simple forms and relations for leading divergences and
equal-time commutators. There are two major questions
to be discussed in the general case: (i) How are the
equal-time commutators expressed in terms of the
(more general) spectral functions and what conditions
must be obeyed by the latter for the commutators to be
at all defined? (ii) Under what conditions are the mass
shifts and equal time commutators related' A third
question —what determines the mass shifts when the
commutators do not existed —can also be answered, but
the result is not very illuminating. %e shall start with
the requirements for the equal-time commutators to
exist. When they do and, further, have the I orentz
transformation properties which are dictated by the
kinematical factors, the analysis of the previous section
holds in its entirety. On the other hand, more general
structures may occur, in which case knowledge of the
equal-time commutators still allows the calculation of
the divergence but the relation is no longer so simple.
The first problem, then, is to give a general definition
of the equal-time commutators. One approach'8 is to
recognize that the operators involved are distribution-
valued and that only in special cases can one consider
them as de6ned at given times; thus in the more general
case, one should integrate with a suitable testing func-
tion in time and then consider the limit in which these
functions are localized at )=0.
An alternative approach, which we shall adopt, is to
begin with the VVlghtman product as the boundary
value of an analytic function. ' Thus
&pl j"( )j"(o) I p)= '"*~+""(*,p),
&pl j"(0)j"(*)I p) =e'" ~-""(*,p),
where F~«"(s,P) is analytic in the cone s«=g«+jq«,
q«g«&0, g')0. The functions F„«"(g,p) are the hmit
as q —+ 0 within the cone.
We then de/me the commutator by
The quantities rn; can be identified as J'dsd'u( —s)
X%';(s,u) and the analysis now clearly goes through
just as in the quadratic case, to justify the simple
mass-shift commutator relation for the logarithmic
divergence (at least when &p [ Lj',j'j ( p) vanishes and
the further assumptions made on 4, hold).
IV. CONDITIONS FOR EXISTENCE OF
COMMUTATORS
In the preceding sections we have made rather
strong assumptions concerning the behavior of the
lim (e'« I'+«"(x i q, p) e'«'P «"(x—+iq—, p) )
y~0
—=&Ill.j"(&) j"(0)3IP& (42)
This, of course, yidds a distribution in x&, which may
or may not exist as a distribution in r at 5=0. If it
does, then the equal-time commutator exists and we
obtain the same result as the time-distribution ap-
proach; if not, then the equal-time commutator does
not exist as such and we shall not attempt to force a
definition any further than to identify the various
singularities as q ~ 0.
'83. Schrocr and P. Stichel, Commun. Math. Phys. 3, 258(B66}.
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are those of g, (e)(n) and the result is
ds 4"")(s)~(l s) - L(2 )'f j 'g~0
If the commutator exists as a distribution in r, the
factor e» can be dropped, yielding
(pILj"( ),j (0)jlp&
X (2~i)-'
ee($—22
d&u discg (")(a)(&u—1) ' = lim (8&8" g—""8 u) Q ds &P1&"&(s)
~D n=0
+(2u.i) '
3—8 2&N
d~ g"")(~)(~—1) '
(P~)—(P"~"+~"P")+g""(P~)'jr &fs &Pu'"'{s)
n=0 0
y, l I—(-,'u&uu!) 'I"(2—n)] +O(&l "). (4.9) XL&,u"&(l.„s)
—( u"~(f,s)), (4.13)
If g„(")(&u) is regular at &u= 1 the first terms, for n=0,
can be combined to form
pgu= t g+1 p(xwiu&)/u»)u and t ~= (xwiu&)u
g, «)(I)—= d&u discg, (")(&u)(&u—1) '
ROR+$
dn(o& 1)-'g;&—"& (n)
and the integral becomes
b.og;&'&(1) 1
Rea()—n
discg (")(n)
1(2 )'1
For this to be a reasonable dehnition, the limit must
be independent of the way in which y!"—+ 0 and for the
equal-time commutator to exist, the limit must exist,
as a distribution in x', at t= 0 for all y.
Ke 6rst consider the time-time components of the
(4 10) equal-time commutators. Here, the tensor factors only
contain spatial derivatives, hence, we xnay sixnply
investigate the properties of the invariant functions
themselves —the spatial derivative of a distribution in
r being well de6ned if the original distribution is. At
/=0 the invariant function must be odd in r after the
change of variables which is made below, and only odd
testing functions contribute. The following integral
determines the equal-time commutator:
for the asymptotic form as t'~ 0. The assumption of
regularity at a=i, for N=o, can be removed with a
slight complication of the formula; however, in that
case, there is either no contribution to the commutator,
or the commutator does not exist, so only the case of
g(o) (&u) allalytlc at &u= I will be considered 1n tllls
paper. The only assumption which has gone into this
treatment is that the &p, &"&(s) are polynomial bounded.
It is now straightforward to calculate the equal-time
commutators. At unequal times,
(plj"(x)j"(o)Ip&
lim dur ou(r) p ds &p(~)(s)
2l ~0 0 0
&&9+'"~(f+,s) hu"~(l.—,s)) I, (4.14)i
where, here,
4'= (r+iuI)'+(u&')'+L(y r—iI& ur+ipoqo) jt&u)u
1'+= {r+ie)'+(n')'
Now, a change of variables may be made, r ~ ~r+ie
—i(i&/p )u&o, snd the integral becomes
»m
I
2 iPpr&(r+ig il&&t&o/'po)—
(pl j"(o)j"(x)I p)
= o'&* lim o'&('+'»(p Ij"(0)j&(x+uu&} I p), (4.1,2)g-+0 where
hence,
ds f.(~)(s)gung(g
(4.15)
= »&n o"u(p l(j"(x—i~)j"(o)—j"(0}j"(x+iq))I p&.
y~0
The requirement that the limit he independent of the
particular limiting procedure chosen is satis6ed if the
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integral
lim 2 d'ry(r) g ds f), &" &(s)P"A(i+,s)
~y~o n 0
exists for an arbitrary odd testing function.
The time-space components have a product of a
single-time derivative and a spatial derivative. The
space derivative can be ignored as before and the re-
sultant distribution arises from the erst time derivative
of the invariant functions. At 1=0, the functions are
even undcl r ~ —1' Rnd
d'» p «"O' 2 ds 4""'(s)P"~(P+ s)
= —P (2si) de(a —1)-' discg &"& (n)
must exist for any even testing function. Similar condi-
tions may be written for any higher number of time
derivatives. These occur in the space-space commutators
and the $8'j' —&)~j', j'j conunutator. However, the
former does not yield any new conditions (the latter will
be discussed later). The fact that the space-space com-
mutators are no more singular to define than the space-
time ones should not be too surprising since in both
cases we are dealing with thc same model-dependent set
of Schwinger terms. The existence of such terms in one
part of Lj&(r)j"(0)j then, in general, implies their
presence in any other by the Lorentz structure of the
equal time terms.
The integrals are sums of terms of the form p"/is
and, for q~0, only r=0 contributes; thus testing
functions y polynomial in r (together with a damping
factor for good behavior as r ~~) suffice to calculate
thc coDlmutator. Thc lndlcRtcd cholcc fol odd p ls
thus p rr"p& and for even y, r"p&, times an appro-
priate damping function. Then, for odd testing functions
terms vanish (except if o.& —n —g—t—m). This leads
to a set of linear equations for discg, &"&(o), one for
each pair (g,)'). However, C(m, t,P) is a function of p
which depends on n. It is shown in Appendix A that,
lf c 1s QonlQtcgral~ thc function Is sll61clently coIQ-
plicated to ensure that the only solution, for all y, is
for the discg;&"&(n) to vanish. Thus g, &"&(a) must be
meromorphic with simple poles at the integers less than
or equal to —e if the commutator is to exist. Applica-
tion of the same arguments to the first time derivative
implies meromorphy for the n& —n+1, except for
g;&'&(n), which must be analytic at n= 1.
The space-space components of the commutators
can be shown to exist without any further restrictions,
provided the other components do. To continue to the
coD1mutator of E = 8 g —8 J with g ~ which Involves
third time derivatives, requires further analytic con-
tinuation of the g;&"&(a). In order that this commutator
exist, g;&"&(u) must be meromorphic with simple poles
at the negative integers for Ren& —n+2 g;&'&(e)
analytic at n= 1, and g, &'&(a) analytic at a=1 and 2.
In order to perform an explicit calculation of the
equal-time commutators, it is convenient to further
restrict the singularities 'of the g;&"&(o). A pole of
g&&")(&r) at G= tb p l—mph—es that
y;&"&(s) s"+n;
one would expect, u priori, that this would, in turn,
require p+1 subtractions for the s integral in the Jost-
Lehmann representation to exist. This is not the case;
we show in the next section that, if the only singularities
of g;&"& are for p=0, then the existence of the equal-
time commutators implies that there are canccllations
between the terms with different N's such that Jost-
Lehmann representation is unsubtracted. In the more
general case, where there are singularities for p&P, a
similar result holds: It can be shown that there are
then at most E subtractions in the representation.
The calculation of the various commutators is given
in Appendix B. The result is that for the single time
derivative (i.e., the space-time components of the
commutator) to exist, the residues g&"&(—n), de6ned by
g&"&(~)-—(~+~) V&"&(—rs)
yC(n+q, t, 2—n—p)g'& +~+&+~+-&, (4.16) must satisfy
Q g&"&(—N)m '&"+'&(2m+ 1)!=0 (4.17)
C(m, t,p) =2, —d3r Per2tp'r(2~)'
is independent of q.
The requirement that the commutators exist as a
distribution implies that this function must have a
limit as q ~ 0. But the explicit g dependence shows that
this can be true only if RO the cod5cicnts of the y-'
This one condition is actually suGicicnt to guarantee
that all the {j~,j") commutators exist and that their
Lorentz transformation properties are those of a tensor.
Thc coeKcicnt o'f thc 5 function 1Q
8 d$ $) 6 ~$ g
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is then given by
d 4(,e)~(i+, ) I -o [g")(1)+g"'(0)3+Z Lg'"'(—+1)+ g'")(—)j ( —1)!
0 n= j.
) 4 q" )/21'(p0+g) e—l.
x~1 —i i +2((p'/m)' —l)mx): (p'/m)"u, (N —I)), (p. ta)(PPIV ( g!I'(-,') p~o
I'(e+1—s+-', )r!I'(s——,')
(I,(N) = —Q
p=0 4(pI+1—s)!S!I'(p+-,') I'{0)
and the g("&(—I) obey the previous constraint.
The commutator (pI [j',j0j I p} is then given by
(p![P(r),j'(0)jl p)
/21'{I+-',)
=0~»(r) ~"' g1"'(1)+g1" (o)+ Z Lg1'"'(—I+1)++gI("&(—N)3I —I I'(~—1) 'I +2~(p/~)'
m~1 &~0i E ~!I (-', )
A—1 I
x 2 (p'/~)'"o. (N —1) I +(&"'p" p"p') pp& —' g0") (1)+g0")(0)+ 2 [g0("'(—pI+1)+)Ig0(")(—I)j
r~ i
(21 (~+-,'} n—1
—
I
pI!(I—1)!I +2p0(p/m)' p (p0/p&1)'"a„(&0—1) I + (v)'!)(r) terms. (4.19)
~i ( ~!I(-;) ~ i
The quantities [g ('&(1)+g ('&(0)g and [g ("&(—I+1)
+Ng "'(—n)$ are necessary and suff)cient to determine
the matrix element of the commutator. Each term has
a coeS.cient vrith a diBerent tensor structure; the un-
summed terms have just the kinematical structure,
while the rest transform as higher-rank tensors. Thus,
the comDlutator~ 1n Rddltlon to hav1ng the transforma-
tion properties dictated. by the tensor structures, may
transform as the pure time component of a tensor of
Rrbltrar1ly high rank. ThIS ls just R reallzatlon of the
fact that the Lorentz transformation properties of tao
operators do not clone deferm&se the I.orentz transforma-
tion properties of their equal-time commutator —an
arbitrary number of pairs of additional time indices is
always permitted. (TCI' determines whether the total
number of indices is even or odd. )
A simple illustration of such higher-rank structure
occurred for currents bilinear in boson Qelds in Sec.
II. Their [j0,j&1 comxnutator had terms of the form
b"', h0'p0', and p0p', the latter two having unrelated
coefficients. In the present notation, this means the
combinations g1('&(1)+g1('&(0), g1('&(0)+g1('&(—1), and
g0(0) (1)+g0(0)(0) are nonvanishing, while all the
others are zero. Ke also observe that, in general, the
g("&{—I+1) are sufficient to generate any Lorentz
transformation properties of the commutator; the more
singular structures g'"'(—I) may be taken to bezero.
These, however, do determine the [g0,j'j commutator
Rllcl pRI t of tile [g",J ) commutatorp Rs well as lllgllel'-
order derivative terms.
We now turn to the matrix element of the [E0&,j0)
conlmutator. As was mentioned above, the region of
analyticity of the g, ("&(n) must be extended to the
11gh t, so thR t the oIlly slngularI ty of g ("&(a) ls R't
n= —n+2 and is of the form-g("&( —n+2)/(u+pI —2),
and g(0&(2) and g"&(1) must be finite. Then, the asym-
ptotic form of the unordered product is
-gI (0)+gI (0)(0) $0a pp
(pl j"(*)j"(o)Ip)- (~"~"—g""~') +Z [gI("&(—pI+1)+pIgI("&(—n) 1(n—1)!n!I—(2 ) f -- (2 )'f""
lnt P pa
-~'[gI")(2)—g1"'(1)—0gI")(0)l,+ -[gI")(1)+gI")(0)+0gI")(—1)j+Z [gI(")(—I+2)4(2s)' (2s.)'f' ~=0 (2~)'f"
4 i e-I Peg (n)( pp) 4, pp+I+(e—1)g1("&(—n+1)+-', n(pI —1)gI("&(—pI)g(p0 —1)!(n—2)! —I +p — (e+1)!I!
pm'i -0 (2pr)'p+' ppI'
! 1~
+I —I[p"p"~' p~(p"~'+~"p")+g""—(p~)'j[gI ~ g0j *~o (4 2o)
» This possibility has been noted in other contexts by D. G. Boubvare and S. Deser, J. Math. Phys. 8, 1468 (I967); cf. also S.
Berman and V. Frishman, Phys. Rev. 105, .1555 (j.968).
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In Appendix 3 we 6nd that this expression implies that
{plC(a'j) 8'j')(r), j)'(0)jl p) =~a(r) B)" te'Le&')(2) g, &0)(1) ~&g, &o)(0)j+ pg, (~){1)+g)o)(0)+~&g,o)(
p (6+gp2/te2)+ p Q&&~)( e+2)+(e 1)g&co)(—e+ 1)+2e(e —1)g&&")(—e)j
t 4y"—' )t 81"(e+-;) e 1—X
~
—
~
(e—1)!(e—2)!( +4(p'/te')e p (p'/te) "n„(e 1) —(
ate'i .=0 j
+(8"p02 p~p')p—q~gtj +Pl)(r) terms+Ah(r) terms, (4.21)
where
g„(e—1)=2e(e+1)u, (e—1)—(e—1)(2e+ 1)a„(e—2) .
Again the commutator is an arbitrary rank tensor
since the g's are all necessary and suQicient to describe
it and any powers of p' that may occur in the sums.
Ke shall see in Sec. V that the quadratic and loga-
rithmic mass divergences (if they are the leading ones)
are stBl determined by the equal time commutators of
fj',jQ and LEO&,j"j.Also, under the conditions we have
derived for the commutators to exist, the behavior of
the functions M&" as k' —+~ is just a polynomial plus a
1/k' term plus terms which vanish faster than 1/k'.
In configuration space, it is only the 1/k' term which
yields the commutator. Hence, asslming the commutator
exists, we can always identify it as the codEcient of
1/k'. The appearance of higher-rank tensors in the
commutators simply implies that in the asymptotic
behavior of the M; there are terms of the form ) '"/k'&"+')
which must be included (if the g&~)(—e) are not zero
there are also terms of the form (v'/k')").
V. JOST-LEHMANN PORMyVFHEN
COMMUTATORS EXIST
In this section we discuss the properties of the Jost-
I ehmann representation in the case where the com-
mutators exist. We deal explicitly with the class of
spectral functions which was discussed in the previous
sect1on. There we saw that g&& ) (cr) ls analytic for
Reo& —n so that
P&"))(s)= (2 i) )t'
-&r-sao
kg&0)(n) analytic for Rea&2,
V")(1) g")(0)
g 0)(o) — +gg (&)(&r)
&r+1 c
Ago)(n) analytic for Ren&1,
and, for e&2,
g&")(—) g&")(—+1) g'"'(—+2)
g&")(o)=— ~W +&g&")(e), hg&")(a)analytic for Ren& —e+2, (5.1)
cx+e G+e 1 Q+e 2
where the residues g&")(—e) satisfy the constraint
6 "'($)(0)( ) g(0)(0)m +
( )(() ly(0)(0) jtsgp(0)($) =I g (2)
q)(O)+g(0)(0) jm +—2 g &')($) i))( ) -(1)(—$)$'lg +I-g x -(&) —1),
m
(,)(l)+y(»(0)+
~gds ap")(s) =&
for sQ2
—2'
+df-'"'
„g(.)(—n)js" p)s,
l)g& )(—n)]$" g
.
. —
-"+Ia'(-"+"+"'
„&)g- (-.+»+-:"("(„)() g&&)(—s)$ ~ ~L--(m)( g+2)+ g
+2gf (s) ($)=0Jim~"
~here
Qo sllbe or/ere Pro uct@tiog. for„J,t Lah~ann &ep'e'eto sh0% th
.
re pons:
It is ~o~ eRsg
.
@I into two g
~de the g 1Q egtions.
@(s,I ~I)
ds d g
i)2 P02—ggs+ B
e(s, l «I)
dsd g
)g F02—pq+ (a
(,„) s+{Ii I+g '
ds g2dg
+(Ii(, l —g) (~ )4gli&l s
e(s, l~l)
dsd g
)2 p02s+(~
2(~+p+»Q;(s)g)+p)
(s+k
d Z
l) P!
gm(n+&)Q, (s,g)i I2)p, ~
dg
~2)2~+1
)"(+")!(" '
(5 )
~2) ~a+&(2 + l ) I (p—S) (s+
~he i~tegrgf UP
0
erethy Jost-Lah
. ba ( xpaa(ic(i ~
18 ).gatHcte y ~
H ave it 1&1
,
„))2ml&l a" ",
„,t, ass~".ase', the seco&d ~ ~too o~~erges 1Q @
0totK, behR~yor 1~hose MPD P0 t{rIDexcept pothis, g ln e r@I co~yerges&
(s.4)2(~1){Is/($+~ )j(„)( „)(2„+l)!m '2 „( +p2)-" (2p+ l)p g (r )(—r) )s—2 s/p)p')" $
that the absez conatra»t ~ep
b~gayio& ot th
. f I gyugb!p()( ~~~'
~~so converge"t ~
«subtract&on ~"d.
.
@~»g& Josr-L~h~~"
.
~;es the, t the ret~'
~l)ich ia t"e~
( )( „)~0&)ld l«( t
~g!g!0pAnp~«s@
i th ~on)D)uta«)'a p '
djtlo& on
~
t gg {,gls~{'@&
n+u the exlsten
rve co&cl"d
but IM fes
. -
s„btra{:tio~
B,ster th~+ ~
tgtioQ mbe aa Joat
f(ll)( )g$lO
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The next problem is to relate the divergence of the mass s i o
cedure to the earlier one, we have
(3n'&
Eg~&
SS2r
similar
+I(s,u)2 1 1 s+Ns+ks+2y'& 4's(s, t1)2
k'dk'k'dk' dsdsg
~ (p+3)(+p) &(-k')"1!."() &
- p(p+ ).(-p).(+k')""'s-e p!(p+1)!(r—p !s k
(3u)
t+& .- &2p 3(p+1) 6(p+2)&s~& r~l — SS s 1 rS
(2r+1)!QI&"&(—r+1)+rgt&"&(—r)j
+I g1"'(1)+g1"'(o)+2
( + )!( + )I g '"'(—+ )+ '"'(—)j
3(r+ 1)(r+2)
' g "& 2)—gP&(1)—-'g "&(o)j+l&& lEf "'(1)+g '"(o)+-'g "'(—1)j—, —rN gs& s s s s s
y, (-.+»+(.-1)g. (- +1)+l (-1)g""'(- )j li,—,,,l ..-s (r+2) &ed&
fully in the mass shift, we must deal with systems for
wlllcll this conti'1hutloI1 Is ahsent Ill the ol'Ignlal Lolelltz
space form to start with. Di6erent methods of evaluat-
the vRrlous teITQS in fRct yield dlGcl cnt quartic
d ences hence we assume that t g
d t 1'minate unambiguously the quartic
—e l.divergences. Then g&"&(a) is analytic for Ren& I+
Under these circumstances, only quadratic and
logarithmic divergences occur:
the 1/k' and 1/k' terms are indeed determined byWhile ,~
the equal-time coniniutators, there is a so
term, which ostensibly implies a quartic divergence,
d t' f Wick rotation (which caN handle
quadratics since inj the original Loientz metric it is
4&0-+~ and so the usual surface terms in t e
lex.rotation would not vanish and are, in fact, comp
hus in order to discuss the divergences meaning-T
"+
Btls~ —
i
—
i
dksi gris&(1)+-', gste&(1)
g, (s&2 gt . . . o.&1 «&0' ( ) "&(1)+'hs"&(2)—gs "&(1)j+ Lgs " (1)+gs " (0)j
ES~) ks E
VVC recall that the g&'& terms and the g&'& term come
h k t tensor structure for the comlnutator
%biC&"", while the summation comes from the possi e
higher-order tensor contributions of the form C&""~««-',
asmaybeseen ycompa 'b b parison with the previous section.
I therefore be concluded that both the qua ra ict IQay cre or
general, by the g;(r) coefficients specifying the equal-
"Its presence merely means that th pe resent fraIQework can
i ntl sin lar theories to produce rs igaccommodate suKnent y gu
I 0'o'0 'kj exist. The quartic divergence is related to the Lg,jthat I j',jkj ~s '
!jo jsg commutator, i.e., to "nones mg c w
time commutator expansions whenever these equal-
time commutators exist. 22
sI~ The existence of nonvanishing equal-time commutators Im-
3f behaves as k ~ or k '. However, it is of course pos-plies th t E, a es
vanish bnt there is a Chvergent mass s 1 t ere &a
This type of behavior arises from branch points m e g a
liver ellt tha11 ink .If thts dlscontlnlllty werewhich yields 5m~ less div gent an is
more smgu r, t i an m
4 ibil't i e th y would not contribute there, an wou
ive the less singular bns~ contributions illustrated above. H.
thank them for bringing these eases to our attention.
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These results can be expresseed in a much more
l-transparent form. The req uirement that the equa-l-utators exist restricts ymthe as ptotic e-
havior of the invariant amplitudes to sum
the form (1/k') "(v2/k2) r for 222m«k' as k' goes to in6nity.
To see this, we recall that
obtain
&2~ r
m, (k,.) — —P C,'i02~vv, 22&&vvvv k2 r 0 ( k2
+0((1@')"') (~ g)
+'(s, lul)
s+ (u—k)' —k"—20
.t,'k' v~ = d'eds
(4 i k i ')" N"+;(s,N)
L-4(k+"» (p+ ).(2p+».
(2«+1)!(p —«)!
2
~p 0~2r / 1 ~4 |vp02
~'(k', )-—i —,i Zc"i )i+i—
l are a ol nomial
in 1/k'. Thus, expanding the factor (k2+v2), we an e equ
If there are higher-order derivativtive terms in the com-
of orderL &"&,—22)001 there will be terms ermutators g n,
1(O((22/k2)")] or higher and the problems o q
nce in the mass shift wiH appear. The
they determine the Li',i"$ commutator. The; are
linear combinations of the
2'"'(—~+2)+(~—1)g'"'(—I+1)j,
LE commutator. Thishence they determine the, j
is readily seen by taking the limit as ko ~, constan .1s 1yds, (5.7)
0 (S+k 2) 2+v+1
po 2r 1 (po~ 2r
C."I —i + (~"p"-p—'p') E C"I —i&plLi'(»i'(o)jlp)= '~ &() &"' Z
0 2r 1 ~pOy 2r
" —
i +—(p"b"-p'p') ZC I —I( IL&"(),i'(o)jlp)= ~() ~" 2 c "I, ,
On the other an, e mh d th ass shift can be calculated directly:
Bn d'k 1p 2k42~
— M (k' 2k4)+ i1+ -iM2(k2, 2k4)
S& ki4x 2x'
3 d'k 1 Pk'~" 11' 2k, '~ !k,
4m 3k'+- I1+2x' k' ~=0
2 r 2k2: k2
1 —— c2"i i +finite terms
r-o k
(2 )' 1 (2 )'( +1)&
+ZC
-k r=o r!(r+1).4
C1" +g C2' +6nite terms.k'k .-0 r!(r+1)!4" .=o r!(r+2)!4r]
~ .
e e - exist the restrict the asyn1ptotlc c-the ual-time commutators ey eIn conc uslon~ wl ' e have seen that w en q
h ' f the invariant amplitudes an etermine
to the latter.
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r(P)
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We now turn to -,'-odd integral e; then, we choose t= 0 and g such that p n—g—2—= e=-', .The same calculation
then applies, except that the series terminates; the last term vanishes since I'(—e——,') = ~ for e=-,'. Again, the
coefficients are linearly independent functions of p for each n This leaves the points where e is integraL The
argument can nest be carried through now —the series terminate but the functions are not linearly independent,
leaving an insufficient number of equations to determine all the Ldiscg "&(n) g at e integraL However, the singularity
can be restricted to be a simple pole, since any multiple pole would yield a singular behavior as p goes to zero and
the coefficient of the order n term is a polynomial of order n in p". We thus conclude that the only possible be-
havior for g"(n) for Ren& —n+1 is that g&"&(n) is meromorphic with simple poles at the integers, i.e., &PI"&(s)
P„s™g&"&(nI)+&Pt where I "+'!b-+0 as s -+~. If we consider the LEO&tj "jcommutator as well, the region about
which statements may be made is moved to the right and g'"&(a) is meromorphic for Reo.&- n—+2
In the case where e is an integer, the C's are more easily calculated using a slightly different technique (b=
ps —
/n&):
C(n, t, n+t+2+ ~)
dxxy '('+'& '
-n./2
d8(27r) ' cos" '8Ly sin8+b cos8j'"+"&+'
8 )"-' $2(t+n)+3] i
doxy 'It+t& ' —
~
Bbt L2(t+n+ &+1)]! d8(2x)
'I y sin8+b cos8)'"+"+'+»
8 )2t-I L2(t+n+1)+ 1)!I (t+n+ ~+-;)
d& &~-2(t+t&—8
~
(~I+b2)&+tt+t+I
8bi 21 (-,')L2(t+n+ ~+ 1))!Lt+n+~+1]!
L2(t+n+1)+1j!(2e—1)!2I'px '~
dx x' —'('+')-'7
p n& 2 &&4 + +'+'(t+n+ e+ 1)!(t+n+1—p)!(2p+ 1)!(e p 1)!—— (A4)
For fixed t, the result is a polynomial in p whose order is independent of n. But t can only range over a finit num-
ber of values, as can g; hence there are a finite number of conditions" , and by using a sufIiciently large number of
terms @re can ahvays satisfy the conditions that the coeflicients of q "vanish. Similar arguments must be applied
to the quantities which appear in the first time derivative; they do not change the essential result. The gI"&(n),
fol Rcot& —n+ 1, must lM 11&clorllol'plllc wrtll SIIllplc poles at thc Intcgcls except tllat gI & (Q) Inust !M a11alytlc at
a= i. The residues at the poles for Reo, & —n must obey a set of homogeneous linear equations; but there are no
conditions on the residues at a= —n+1.
We also need conditions for the finiteness of the commutators $E&'",j "j.At least when the gI "&(n) are analytic
for Ren& —n (as will be assumed in the text), there are no further conditions on the residues atn= —n. However,
the g'"&(n) must be meromorphic for Reo.& n+2, exc—ept that gI0&(n) must be analytic at a= 1 and 2 and g~'&(n)
must be analytic at o.= 1.
FGI' Rc&= n+2t t11c algtl—lllcll't ls 11101'c dcllcatc SIIlcc tllc IMhavlol' ls tllcII &&' . Such fuIlctloIls do 110't possess
a vrell-de6ned limit as q -+ 0; vie vrouw thus regard the commutators as nonexistent if such terms occurred. Hence
no singularities in gI"&(n) are allowed away from the real axis (a branch point at Rea= —n+2 would be allowed"
provided its discontinuity were less singular than n+n —2). We have not considered the quite separate possibility
of an isolated essential singularity.
In order to calculate the various commutators arising from the invariant functions of Sec. IV, we must evaluate
several integrals. First we consider the contributions which come from the poles of gI"&(a) at tI= n. The relevant—
small-distance behavior is then P"/1'~"+'. We need to calculate the properties at t=0 for the function and its
6rst three time derivatives. For the function, only its odd part is relevant and we have
(B1)
as the only distribution that can arise is a gradient of a b function. Here
p= r'y', y= $1+(px/nz)'g'&', 1g r'+n'%2i(—p r/n&)»
X„=lim 2 d2r(22r) 'P rP"t'~ " '
y~o
1
=(2m.) ' dhxy ' d8(cos8) L'r sln8+$(ps/m} cos8) "+
ip I'(n s+—-,')
m -o 2I'(-', )(n+1-s)!
ip ~ (p')" '" ~+1 I'(n —r+-2')s!I"{r—-', )
m .-0 hami -+1 I'(-', )(n+1—r)!r!I'(s+-',}
+1 I"(n—r+-', )I'(r—-', ) (m '-m (p q
—sinh-'~ —
~
—
. (82&
=01 {-,') I (—-',)(n+1—r)!r!5 p p I mi p
The coe6icient of the sinh ~ term vanishes by virtue of the identity
I'(a+a —s)I'(P+s) I'(a) I'(P) I'(a+P+a)
4
(a—s)!s! a!I'(n+P)
We then define the coeKcients a„(n):
.+1 1(n+1—s+-,')1(s——,'}r! 1(n+-;)
a„(n)= ao(n) =
=.+1 2(n+1—s)!s!I (r+-,')I (-,') (n+I)!I (-', )
p (PO) 2 —1X„=i P~ —
~
a,(n).
m -0 hami
lim p"(f+ "' f'-" '—)=—2~ —V ~B(r) p ~ —
~
a,(n).
km i .=o hami
We now proceed to the first time derivatives. There are two functions which contribute: 80@"/g+"+1 and
80t2"/|~"+2. The first contributes to 8(r), the second has a divergent term and a fmite term of the form V'Vb{r).
The coefficient of 8(r) is obtained by integrating the first function
dBr(2~)—280L(2n(f. —n—1 1- -n—1)jq~o
p0~ y. r p'
42 dar(2~) —2 (n+ I)p2r f -e—2 i np(e —ijf —n—1
=i'—' dry '
=I
p'
. . pd8 —(n+1) y sin8+i —x cos8 (p2
~ 1 (pO)21
+2i~ —n Q
~
—
~
a,(n —1)
&m2 1-0 Em)
2il" (n+-22) p2) n i po 21—
+ 2i —[n P — a, (n 1). (BS)—
n!I(-,') m'i =o m
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The divergent term of 8'[P"({~" ' —{'"')7 is obtained by integrating the expression
d"(2 )- 8'[P-(~,—.-'-{.== )]
.
(p'u r)I
dor(2~) 2 (n+2)popo{. o 0 2nI Ip{km' i
ipo I
dry '
g 5$
I /2 (p ~ I-+ (p+~ - 2o+Id8 Ir (n+2) cos 8 'y sln8+iI —
I
cos8 —iI —x cos8n 'y si118+iI Icos8
km km/
(pop I'(n+-')
=iI!
& mP (n+1)!I"(-', )
I"(n+-,')
d~(2y-'-y-') =i~-'I —
I
(36)
pop (n+1) Ii'( )
It is equally straightforward to calculate the second derivative terms, VVb, using the same integral with r
and P; we leave this as an exercise for the reader. Taking the total g ' contribution, we sum over n using Eq. (4.11)
to 6nd (I y (m~2 y&"&( n)— 1(n+-;)1(n+ 2)1 (n+2)(; )-.—
k&2/kpo) - n+1 (n+ 1)!I'(2)
The condition for this to vanish is
( 4 ~ "+' I'(n+-,')n!g g&"I(—)I —I =2Zg&"I(—n)m '&"+»(2n+1)!=0.
kt52) I (—)
(37)
This same condition also removes the 1/p term in Eq. (34) and similar terms in the higher-order derivative ex-
pressions; hence it also guarantees that the comrnutators transform as tensors.
The second time derivatives are required for the space-space components of the commutators. Thus, we need
(2-)-'» (8')'[P"0'-"-'-{.="-')]=(2 )- I (-8')[P-({.,-= -{==')]=-P'8()}-,
r!~0 q-+0
~.=(2 )-' d"P'(-8')[P"(f -"-'-t. -"-')]=-2(2 )-' d"P'
( p&o—» po ~
XI 2n(2n+ I) —4n(n+1) I=[—2n(2n+ I)I „ I+4n(n+ I)}„](ip/m){a+I f o+2]
=(ip/m)4n g (po/m)2"-I[(n+1)a„(n) —(n+-2')a„(n —1)]—= (ip/m)4n g (p'/m)' '0„(n),
r-0
(Il, p~ (po 2t I.
»m (2~) '(—8')[P"(t'+ '"+"—{='"+»)]=—il I~(r) 2 I — o.(n)
ymQ =I &m
The (80)2P"&" ' term contributes third derivatives of a 8 function as well as singular terms %e shal. l not cal-
culate the third derivative terms, only the divergenc term which is given by
dor(22r) 2(P r)(—82)[P"({ " 2—{ " 2)]=2 dor(27r) 2P r[4(n —I)(n+2)P"{ " 0—2n(2n/1)P&" »{ " 2]
d82r I{4(n—1)(n+2) COS8[y Sin8+i(PX/m) COS8]2"+0—2n(2n+1) COS8
&([y sin8+ i(px/m) cos8]2"+I}
2(n —1)I'(n+-,') n(2n+1) I'(n+2) I"(n+ 2)
= i(p/m)g-2 dh 2:27 ' 2i(p/m) r—l 2-(+1) ~(-:) (+1)~(!) (n+ I)!I(-;) P J (310)
The coef!icient of I/I! is thus identical to that in the 6rst derivative term, Eq. (31).The vanishing of these terms
then leads to the constraint on the g'"'(—n).
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The remaining quantities of interest are the third time derivatives which have contributions to the!2j' function
from 1ni' and p"Q" and singular contributions from p "t "-'.The t!-function contribution from lnt' is obtained from
r)o(—o!u) in' =4(2ur) uC8(r),
where the coefGcient C is the integral
~= d"(4 )-'~'(-~') l.(f+Ir )= d"(2 )-'~'(1/1.)=';
the 13-function coefiicient from p"1' " is similarly given by
ds&(2w) —ufo( gu) Lptt(f tt t- tt)j 4n ds&(2w) —ufo 2(n+ 1)pttt —tt-r (2n+. 1)g(utt —131-tt
-I'(n+ s) !tpu „r po~ ut
=4sn 2(n+1) +nI —Q —I ts (n—1)
n!I'(-', ) kns' =o sts~
— 1(n+-'.)
(2n—+1) ' +(n—1)I —I Z I —I «(n —2)(n—1)!I'(-',) Esnu) t-o E tnt'
—
»(n+-us)
+4 —In p I — I 2n(n+1)a, (n —1)—(n —1){2n+1)«(n—2)j .(n-1)!I'(-,') tnuti
The singular terms from P"t " ' are
(B11)
from Eq. (B6).
dsr go( gu)/putt(f -tt—r f —n—1)j=o
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Puzzle of Regge Dips
Rttr, pn Rostrrzsot
Depttrstttenu of IIttdeor Physt'es, Wetutttotttt IststsSNSe of Sotettee, Eehoooth, Israel
(Received 8 July 1968)
The formalism giving rise to Regge dips is reviewed, and the modifications due to singular residues are
discussed. The mX charge-exchange reaction is parametrized to allow for a singular p residue as 0,, passes
through zero, but the 6ts show that the singularity is very weak. A model of a singular residue is presented,
and it is argued that perturbation-theory models are at variance with the experimentally observed behavior
of the p residue.
L INTRODUCTION
1
M~NE of the striking successes of Regge-pole theory
has been the prediction of a dip' in the di8erential
cross section of sr' charge exchange (CEX) at a value
of t for which the p trajectory passes through zero.
Implicit in this analysis is the assumption that the
residue of the p trajectory cannot become singular at
this point, However, Jones and Teplitzu and Mandel-
stam and Wang' have shown that such singular residues
* Canadian Society for the %eizmann Institute Fellow.
t Present address: Yale University, New Haven, Conn.F. Arbab and C. B. Chiu, Phys. Rev. 147, 1045 (1966).
'C. E. Jones and V. L. Teplitz, Phys. Rev. j.59, 1271 (1967),
hereafter referred to as JT.
' S. Mandelstam and L. L. Wang, Phys. Rev. 160, 1490 (19N),
hereafter referred to as M%',
are quite consistent with the concepts of unitarity and
analyticity. It would seem worthwhile, then, to restudy
the question of dips in this new light.
Both JT and M% have shown that in the presence of
a third double-spectral function (tdsf), fixed poles are
to be expected at nonsense values of the wrong signa-
ture. The convict with elastic unitarity is removed by a
moving cut which covers up the elastic region as J
approaches the first nonsense value of the wrong
signature. Moreover, the cut also overcomes the di6i-
culties of the Gribov-Pomeranchuk' phenomenon.
The presence of the fixed pole depends on the exis-
tence of the tdsf. Arguing that the tdsf might be ignored,
4V. Gribov and I. Ya. Pomeranchuk, Phys. Letters 2, 239(196'I).
